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Women In Late Medieval and Reformation Europe 1200-1550 - Helen M. Jewell - 2006-10-24
The period from c. 500 to 1200 comprises the formative centuries in European history after the fall of the Roman Empire in the west. Societies had to live through
political, social, economic and religious challenges. Half the population, though, also had to labour under additional constraints imposed by the prevalent gender
theories, which carried a mixture of inherited Judeo-Christian tradition and classical medical and legal custom through the period. Helen M. Jewell provides a lively
survey of western European women's activities and experiences during this timespan. The core chapters investigate: - the function of women in the countryside and
towns - the role of women in the ruling and landholding classes - women within the context of religion. This practical centre of the book is embedded in an analysis of
contemporary, usually male-voiced, gender theories and society's expectations of women. Several individuals who vastly exceeded these expectations, crashing through
the 'glass ceilings' of their day, are brought together in a fascinating final chapter. Combining a historiographical survey of trends over the last thirty years with more
recent scholarship, this is the ideal introductory guide for anyone with an interest in women's history from the Dark Age through to the early Medieval period.
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The period from c. 500 to 1200 comprises the formative centuries in European history after the fall of the Roman Empire in the west. Societies had to live through
political, social, economic and religious challenges. Half the population, though, also had to labour under additional constraints imposed by the prevalent gender
theories, which carried a mixture of inherited Judeo-Christian tradition and classical medical and legal custom through the period. Helen M. Jewell provides a lively
survey of western European women's activities and experiences during this timespan. The core chapters investigate: - the function of women in the countryside and
towns - the role of women in the ruling and landholding classes - women within the context of religion. This practical centre of the book is embedded in an analysis of
contemporary, usually male-voiced, gender theories and society's expectations of women. Several individuals who vastly exceeded these expectations, crashing through
the 'glass ceilings' of their day, are brought together in a fascinating final chapter. Combining a historiographical survey of trends over the last thirty years with more
recent scholarship, this is the ideal introductory guide for anyone with an interest in women's history from the Dark Age through to the early Medieval period.
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Women Writing Latin: Medieval women writing Latin - Laurie J. Churchill - 2002
Volume two of this three-volume anthology covers women's writing in Latin in the Middle Ages. Each volume in the anthology provides texts, contexts and translations
of a wide variety of works produced by womem.
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Women in Early Medieval Europe, 400-1100 - Lisa M. Bitel - 2002-10-24
Sample Text

Women Saints in World Religions - Arvind Sharma - 2000-09-22
Presents stories and commentaries on women saints from the Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, Jewish, Islamic, and Christian traditions.
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Women Saints in World Religions - Arvind Sharma - 2000-09-22
Presents stories and commentaries on women saints from the Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, Jewish, Islamic, and Christian traditions.

Honour, Exchange and Violence in Beowulf - Peter S. Baker - 2013
Argues for a new reading of Beowulf in its contemporary context, where honour and violence are intimately linked.

The Enclosed Garden and the Medieval Religious Imaginary - Liz Herbert McAvoy - 2021-05-28
During the Middle Ages, the arresting motif of the walled garden - especially in its manifestation as a sacred or love-inflected hortus conclusus - was a common literary
device. Usually associated with the Virgin Mary or the Lady of popular romance, it appeared in myriad literary and iconographic forms, largely for its aesthetic,
decorative and symbolic qualities. This study focuses on the more complex metaphysical functions and meanings attached to it between 1100 and 1400 - and, in
particular, those associated with the gardens of Eden and the Song of Songs. Drawing on contemporary theories of gender, gardens, landscape and space, it traces
specifically the resurfacing and reworking of the idea and image of the enclosed garden within the writings of medieval holy women and other female-coded texts. In so
doing, it presents the enclosed garden as generator of a powerfully gendered hermeneutic imprint within the medieval religious imaginary - indeed, as an alternative
"language" used to articulate those highly complex female-coded approaches to God that came to dominate late-medieval religiosity. The book also responds to the
"eco-turn" in our own troubled times that attempts to return the non-human to the centre of public and private discourse. The texts under scrutiny therefore invite
responses as both literary and "garden" spaces where form often reflects content, and where their authors are also diligent "gardeners" the apocryphal Lives of Adam
and Eve, for example; the horticulturally-inflected Hortus Deliciarum of Herrad of Hohenburg and the "green" philosophies of Hildegard of Bingen's Scivias; the
visionary writings of Gertrude the Great and Mechthild of Hackeborn collaborating within their Helfta nunnery; the Middle English poem, Pearl; and multiple
reworkings of the deeply problematic and increasingly sexualized garden enclosing the biblical figure of Susanna.

Honour, Exchange and Violence in Beowulf - Peter S. Baker - 2013
Argues for a new reading of Beowulf in its contemporary context, where honour and violence are intimately linked.
Monastic and Religious Orders in Britain, 1000-1300 - Janet Burton - 1994-01-28
This book is a comprehensive study of the constitutional developments of the monastic orders in Britain between 1000 and 1300.
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Land of Women - Lisa M. Bitel - 1998
This book disperses the shadows in an obscure but important landscape. Lisa Bitel addresses both the history of women in early Ireland and the history of myth, legend,
and superstition which surrounded them. It is a powerful and exact book and an invaluable addition to our expanding sense of Ireland through the eyes of Irish women.-Eavan Boland, author of In a Time of Violence: PoemsIt is refreshing to read in a book by a woman on medieval women that not all clerics hated women and that not all
men were oversexed villains consciously bent on exploiting women. [Bitel] challenges not only the medieval Irish male construct of female behavior, but she is also
courageous enough to question constructs of medieval women invented by modern Irish medieval historians.--Times Higher Education Supplement
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device. Usually associated with the Virgin Mary or the Lady of popular romance, it appeared in myriad literary and iconographic forms, largely for its aesthetic,
decorative and symbolic qualities. This study focuses on the more complex metaphysical functions and meanings attached to it between 1100 and 1400 - and, in
particular, those associated with the gardens of Eden and the Song of Songs. Drawing on contemporary theories of gender, gardens, landscape and space, it traces
specifically the resurfacing and reworking of the idea and image of the enclosed garden within the writings of medieval holy women and other female-coded texts. In so
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"language" used to articulate those highly complex female-coded approaches to God that came to dominate late-medieval religiosity. The book also responds to the
"eco-turn" in our own troubled times that attempts to return the non-human to the centre of public and private discourse. The texts under scrutiny therefore invite
responses as both literary and "garden" spaces where form often reflects content, and where their authors are also diligent "gardeners" the apocryphal Lives of Adam
and Eve, for example; the horticulturally-inflected Hortus Deliciarum of Herrad of Hohenburg and the "green" philosophies of Hildegard of Bingen's Scivias; the
visionary writings of Gertrude the Great and Mechthild of Hackeborn collaborating within their Helfta nunnery; the Middle English poem, Pearl; and multiple
reworkings of the deeply problematic and increasingly sexualized garden enclosing the biblical figure of Susanna.

Land of Women - Lisa M. Bitel - 1998
This book disperses the shadows in an obscure but important landscape. Lisa Bitel addresses both the history of women in early Ireland and the history of myth, legend,
and superstition which surrounded them. It is a powerful and exact book and an invaluable addition to our expanding sense of Ireland through the eyes of Irish women.-Eavan Boland, author of In a Time of Violence: PoemsIt is refreshing to read in a book by a woman on medieval women that not all clerics hated women and that not all
men were oversexed villains consciously bent on exploiting women. [Bitel] challenges not only the medieval Irish male construct of female behavior, but she is also
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Superior Women - Jennifer C. Edwards - 2019-07-11
Superior Women examines the claims of abbesses of the abbey of Sainte-Croix in medieval Poitiers to authority from the abbey's foundation to its 1520 reform. These
women claimed to hold authority over their own community, over dependent chapters of male canons, and over extensive properties in Poitou; male officials such as the
king of France and the pope repeatedly supported these claims. To secure this support, the abbesses relied on two strategies that the abbey's founder, the sixth-century
Saint Radegund, established: they documented support from a network of allies made up of powerful secular and ecclesiastical officials, and they used artefacts left
from Radegund's life to shape her cult and win new patrons and allies. Abbesses across the 900 years of this study routinely turned to these strategies successfully
when faced with conflict from dependents, or more local officials such as the bishop of Poitiers. Sainte-Croix's nuns proved adept at tailoring these strategies to shifting
historical contexts, turning from Frankish bishops to the kings of Frankia, then to the Pope and finally to the King of France as former allies became unavailable to
them. The book demonstrates respectful cooperation between men and monastic women, and more extensive respect for female monastic authority than scholars
typically recognize. Chapters focus on the cult's manuscripts, church decoration, procession, jurisdictions between cult institutions, reform, and rebellion.

The Convent and the Community in Late Medieval England - Marilyn Oliva - 1998
Detailed study of female monasticism in the later middle ages, with particular emphasis on the nuns' importance to the local community.
The Convent and the Community in Late Medieval England - Marilyn Oliva - 1998
Detailed study of female monasticism in the later middle ages, with particular emphasis on the nuns' importance to the local community.
Medieval Women Monastics - Miriam Schmitt - 1996
This book sketches the lives of 17 Multi-talented medieval nuns and canonesses, primarily followers of th Rule of Benedict, who represent a span of 12 centuries. The
focus is primarily on the Angelo-Saxon and Germanic monastic women.
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imitating and representing Christ in uniquely feminine ways. Rooted in women's concrete aspirations and sufferings, Newman's "womanChrist" model straddles the
them. The book demonstrates respectful cooperation between men and monastic women, and more extensive respect for female monastic authority than scholars
typically recognize. Chapters focus on the cult's manuscripts, church decoration, procession, jurisdictions between cult institutions, reform, and rebellion.

historical contexts, turning from Frankish bishops to the kings of Frankia, then to the Pope and finally to the King of France as former allies became unavailable to
bounds of orthodoxy and heresy to illuminate the farther reaches of female religious behavior in the Middle Ages. From Virile Woman to WomanChrist will generate
compelling discussion in the fields of medieval literature and history, history of religion, theology, and women's studies.

Forgetful of Their Sex - Jane Tibbetts Schulenburg - 2018-06-29
In this remarkable study of over 2,200 female and male saints, Jane Schulenburg explores women's status and experience in early medieval society and in the Church
by examining factors such as family wealth and power, patronage, monasticism, virginity, and motherhood. The result is a unique depiction of the lives of these strong,
creative, independent-minded women who achieved a visibility in their society that led to recognition of sanctity. "A tremendous piece of scholarship. . . . This journey
through more than 2,000 saints is anything but dull. Along the way, Schulenburg informs our ideas regarding the role of saints in the medieval psyche, gender-specific
identification, and the heroics of virginity." —Library Journal "[This book] will be a kind of 'roots' experience for some readers. They will hear the voices, haunted and
haunting, of their distant ancestors and understand more about themselves." —Christian Science Monitor "This fascinating book reaches far beyond the history of
Christianity to recreate the 'herstory' of a whole gender." —Kate Saunders, The Independent

Women, Religion and Leadership - Barbara Denison - 2017-07-28
Women, Religion and Leadership focuses on women from the traditional context of women as leaders with chapters observing various aspects of leadership from
specifically chosen religious female leaders and going on to examine the legacies they leave behind. This book seeks to identify and analyse the gendered issues
underlying the structural lack of recognition for women within the church and to examine the culturally constructed narratives related to these women for evidence of
their leadership despite the exclusionary rules applied to force their submission to the dominating forces. Finally this book intends to draw out of these women’s stories
the various lessons of leadership that invoke current relevancies among prevailing leadership paradigms. Written by experts from disciplines as varied as leadership
and communication studies to sociology, and history to medievalist and English scholars; Women, Religion and Leadership will prove key reading for scholars,
academics and researchers is these and related disciplines.
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Christianity to recreate the 'herstory' of a whole gender." —Kate Saunders, The Independent

Women, Religion and Leadership - Barbara Denison - 2017-07-28
Women, Religion and Leadership focuses on women from the traditional context of women as leaders with chapters observing various aspects of leadership from
specifically chosen religious female leaders and going on to examine the legacies they leave behind. This book seeks to identify and analyse the gendered issues
underlying the structural lack of recognition for women within the church and to examine the culturally constructed narratives related to these women for evidence of
their leadership despite the exclusionary rules applied to force their submission to the dominating forces. Finally this book intends to draw out of these women’s stories
the various lessons of leadership that invoke current relevancies among prevailing leadership paradigms. Written by experts from disciplines as varied as leadership
and communication studies to sociology, and history to medievalist and English scholars; Women, Religion and Leadership will prove key reading for scholars,
academics and researchers is these and related disciplines.

Medieval Religious Women - John A. Nichols - 1984

Routledge Revivals: Women and Gender in Medieval Europe (2006) - Margaret Schaus - 2017-07-12
First published in 2006, Women and Gender in Medieval Europe examines the daily reality of medieval women from all walks of life in Europe between 450 CE and
1500 CE. This reference work provides a comprehensive understanding of many aspects of medieval women and gender, such as art, economics, law, literature,
sexuality, politics, philosophy and religion, as well as the daily lives of ordinary women. Masculinity in the middle ages is also addressed to provide important context
for understanding women's roles. Additional up-to-date bibliographies have been included for the 2016 reprint. Written by renowned international scholars and easily
accessible in an A-to-Z format, students, researchers, and scholars will find this outstanding reference work to be a valuable resource on women in Medieval Europe.

Medieval Religious Women - John A. Nichols - 1984
Perceptions of Femininity in Early Irish Society - Helen Oxenham - 2016
An examination of how the feminine was viewed in early medieval Ireland, through a careful study of a range of texts.
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First published in 2006, Women and Gender in Medieval Europe examines the daily reality of medieval women from all walks of life in Europe between 450 CE and
1500 CE. This reference work provides a comprehensive understanding of many aspects of medieval women and gender, such as art, economics, law, literature,
sexuality, politics, philosophy and religion, as well as the daily lives of ordinary women. Masculinity in the middle ages is also addressed to provide important context
for understanding women's roles. Additional up-to-date bibliographies have been included for the 2016 reprint. Written by renowned international scholars and easily
accessible in an A-to-Z format, students, researchers, and scholars will find this outstanding reference work to be a valuable resource on women in Medieval Europe.

Discerning Spirits - Nancy Caciola - 2006-07-13
Possessed behaviors -- Ciphers -- Fallen women and fallen angels -- Breath, heart, bowels -- Exorcizing demonic disorder -- Testing spirits in the effeminate age
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The Concept of Woman - Prudence Allen - 1997
The culmination of a lifetime's scholarly work, this study by Sister Prudence Allen traces the concept of woman in relation to man in Western thought from ancient
times to the present. This volume is the second in her study, in which she explores claims about sex and gender identity in the works of over fifty philosophers (both
men and women) in the late medieval and early Renaissance periods.

Women and Gender in Medieval Europe - Margaret Schaus - 2006
From women's medicine and the writings of Christine de Pizan to the lives of market and tradeswomen and the idealization of virginity, gender and social status
dictated all aspects of women's lives during the middle ages. A cross-disciplinary resource, Women and Gender in Medieval Europe examines the daily reality of
medieval women from all walks of life in Europe between 450 CE and 1500 CE, i.e., from the fall of the Roman Empire to the discovery of the Americas. Moving beyond
biographies of famous noble women of the middles ages, the scope of this important reference work is vast and provides a comprehensive understanding of medieval
women's lives and experiences. Masculinity in the middle ages is also addressed to provide important context for understanding women's roles. Entries that range from
250 words to 4,500 words in length thoroughly explore topics in the following areas: · Art and Architecture · Countries, Realms, and Regions · Daily Life · Documentary
Sources · Economics · Education and Learning · Gender and Sexuality · Historiography · Law · Literature · Medicine and Science · Music and Dance · Persons ·
Philosophy · Politics · Political Figures · Religion and Theology · Religious Figures · Social Organization and Status Written by renowned international scholars, Women
and Gender in Medieval Europe is the latest in the Routledge Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages. Easily accessible in an A-to-Z format, students, researchers, and
scholars will find this outstanding reference work to be an invaluable resource on women in Medieval Europe.

The Concept of Woman - Prudence Allen - 1997
The culmination of a lifetime's scholarly work, this study by Sister Prudence Allen traces the concept of woman in relation to man in Western thought from ancient
times to the present. This volume is the second in her study, in which she explores claims about sex and gender identity in the works of over fifty philosophers (both
men and women) in the late medieval and early Renaissance periods.
Medieval Religious Women: Hidden springs - John A. Nichols - 1984
Medieval Religious Women: Hidden springs - John A. Nichols - 1984

Women and Gender in Medieval Europe - Margaret Schaus - 2006
From women's medicine and the writings of Christine de Pizan to the lives of market and tradeswomen and the idealization of virginity, gender and social status
dictated all aspects of women's lives during the middle ages. A cross-disciplinary resource, Women and Gender in Medieval Europe examines the daily reality of
medieval women from all walks of life in Europe between 450 CE and 1500 CE, i.e., from the fall of the Roman Empire to the discovery of the Americas. Moving beyond
biographies of famous noble women of the middles ages, the scope of this important reference work is vast and provides a comprehensive understanding of medieval
women's lives and experiences. Masculinity in the middle ages is also addressed to provide important context for understanding women's roles. Entries that range from
250 words to 4,500 words in length thoroughly explore topics in the following areas: · Art and Architecture · Countries, Realms, and Regions · Daily Life · Documentary
Sources · Economics · Education and Learning · Gender and Sexuality · Historiography · Law · Literature · Medicine and Science · Music and Dance · Persons ·
Philosophy · Politics · Political Figures · Religion and Theology · Religious Figures · Social Organization and Status Written by renowned international scholars, Women
and Gender in Medieval Europe is the latest in the Routledge Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages. Easily accessible in an A-to-Z format, students, researchers, and
scholars will find this outstanding reference work to be an invaluable resource on women in Medieval Europe.

Women's Lives in Medieval Europe - Emilie Amt - 2013-09-13
Praise for the first edition: 'It is difficult to imagine another book in which one could find all this diverse material, and no doubt Amt's collection, in its richness, and in
its genuine clarity and simplicity will takes prominent place in our expanded, diversified medieval curriculum, a curriculum that takes class, gender, and ethnicity as
central to an understanding of world cultural history.' - The Medieval Review Long considered to be a definitive and truly groundbreaking collection of sources,
Women’s Lives in Medieval Europe uniquely presents the everyday lives and experiences of women in the Middle Ages. This indispensible text has now been thoroughly
updated and expanded to reflect new research, and includes previously unavailable source material. This new edition includes expanded sections on marriage and
sexuality, and on peasant women and townswomen, as well as a new section on women and the law. There are brief introductions both to the period and to the
individual documents, study questions to accompany each reading, a glossary of terms and a fully updated bibliography. Working within a multi-cultural framework, the
book focuses not just on the Christian majority, but also present material about women in minority groups in Europe, such as Jews, Muslims, and those considered to be
heretics. Incorporating both the laws, regulations and religious texts that shaped the way women lived their lives, and personal narratives by and about medieval
women, the book is unique in examining women’s lives through the lens of daily activities, and in doing so as far as possible through the voices of women themselves.

From Virile Woman to WomanChrist - Barbara Newman - 2011-12-16
Why did hagiographers of the late Middle Ages praise mothers for abandoning small children? How did a group of female mystics come to define themselves as
"apostles to the dead" and end by challenging God's right to damn? Why did certain heretics around 1300 venerate a woman as the Holy Spirit incarnate and another as
the Angelic Pope? In From Virile Woman to WomanChrist, Barbara Newman asks these and other questions to trace a gradual and ambiguous transition in the gender
strategies of medieval religious women. An egalitarian strain in early Christianity affirmed that once she asserted her commitment to Christ through a vow of chastity,
monastic profession, or renunciation of family ties, a woman could become "virile," or equal to a man. While the ideal of the "virile woman" never disappeared, another
ideal slowly evolved in medieval Christianity. By virtue of some gender-related trait—spotless virginity, erotic passion, the capacity for intense suffering, the ability to
imagine a feminine aspect of the Godhead—a devout woman could be not only equal, but superior to men; without becoming male, she could become a "womanChrist,"
imitating and representing Christ in uniquely feminine ways. Rooted in women's concrete aspirations and sufferings, Newman's "womanChrist" model straddles the
bounds of orthodoxy and heresy to illuminate the farther reaches of female religious behavior in the Middle Ages. From Virile Woman to WomanChrist will generate
compelling discussion in the fields of medieval literature and history, history of religion, theology, and women's studies.

Women's Lives in Medieval Europe - Emilie Amt - 2013-09-13
Praise for the first edition: 'It is difficult to imagine another book in which one could find all this diverse material, and no doubt Amt's collection, in its richness, and in
its genuine clarity and simplicity will takes prominent place in our expanded, diversified medieval curriculum, a curriculum that takes class, gender, and ethnicity as
central to an understanding of world cultural history.' - The Medieval Review Long considered to be a definitive and truly groundbreaking collection of sources,
Women’s Lives in Medieval Europe uniquely presents the everyday lives and experiences of women in the Middle Ages. This indispensible text has now been thoroughly
updated and expanded to reflect new research, and includes previously unavailable source material. This new edition includes expanded sections on marriage and
sexuality, and on peasant women and townswomen, as well as a new section on women and the law. There are brief introductions both to the period and to the
individual documents, study questions to accompany each reading, a glossary of terms and a fully updated bibliography. Working within a multi-cultural framework, the
book focuses not just on the Christian majority, but also present material about women in minority groups in Europe, such as Jews, Muslims, and those considered to be
heretics. Incorporating both the laws, regulations and religious texts that shaped the way women lived their lives, and personal narratives by and about medieval
women, the book is unique in examining women’s lives through the lens of daily activities, and in doing so as far as possible through the voices of women themselves.

From Virile Woman to WomanChrist - Barbara Newman - 2011-12-16
Why did hagiographers of the late Middle Ages praise mothers for abandoning small children? How did a group of female mystics come to define themselves as
"apostles to the dead" and end by challenging God's right to damn? Why did certain heretics around 1300 venerate a woman as the Holy Spirit incarnate and another as
the Angelic Pope? In From Virile Woman to WomanChrist, Barbara Newman asks these and other questions to trace a gradual and ambiguous transition in the gender
strategies of medieval religious women. An egalitarian strain in early Christianity affirmed that once she asserted her commitment to Christ through a vow of chastity,
monastic profession, or renunciation of family ties, a woman could become "virile," or equal to a man. While the ideal of the "virile woman" never disappeared, another
ideal slowly evolved in medieval Christianity. By virtue of some gender-related trait—spotless virginity, erotic passion, the capacity for intense suffering, the ability to
imagine a feminine aspect of the Godhead—a devout woman could be not only equal, but superior to men; without becoming male, she could become a "womanChrist,"

Reassessing the Roles of Women as 'Makers' of Medieval Art and Architecture (2 vol. set) - - 2012-05-07
The twenty-four studies in this volume propose a new approach to framing the debate around the history of medieval art and architecture to highlight the multiple roles
played by women, moving beyond today’s standard division of artist from patron.
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world, and it will be welcomed by scholars and students of Islam, comparative religion, medieval Christianity, and gender studies.
This volume is the first to explore the breadth of vision types in late medieval English lay spirituality. Analyzing 1000+ accounts, it proposes that visions buttressed five
core dynamics (relating to purgatory, saints, demons, sacramental faith, and the Church's authority).

Visions in Late Medieval England - Gwenfair Walters Adams - 2007
The Burdens of Sister Margaret - Craig Harline - 2008-10-01
Based on a treasure trove of letters, this fascinating book tells the history of a seventeenth-century nun in a convent in Leuven and how her complaints—of sexual
harassment, fears of demonic possession, alliances among the other sisters against her—led to her banishment from the convent on two occasions. Highly acclaimed
when it was first published as a revealing look at female religious life in early modern Europe, the book is now available in an abridged paperbound version with a new
preface by the author. Reviews of the clothbound edition: “A window to the past. . . . I loved, just loved, this book.”—Carolyn See, Washington Post “The world Mr.
Harline uncovers is a fascinating one. . . . The story of Sister Margaret gives an extra dimension of humanity to a turning point in the history of ideas.”—Sonia Gernes,
Wall Street Journal “Better-than-fiction social history. . . . This is a glimpse into diaries, letters, hearts, minds, hatreds, and hopes; it will enthrall.”—Christian Century
“Harline’s graceful writing allows the women and men in this religious community to breathe, gossip, pray with tears. . . . The Burdens of Sister Margaret helps us see
the familiar Reformation in a fresh way.”—Kevin A. Miller, Christianity Today “Microhistory at its best.”—Larissa Taylor, Renaissance Quarterly

Visions in Late Medieval England - Gwenfair Walters Adams - 2007
This volume is the first to explore the breadth of vision types in late medieval English lay spirituality. Analyzing 1000+ accounts, it proposes that visions buttressed five
core dynamics (relating to purgatory, saints, demons, sacramental faith, and the Church's authority).
Reading Medieval Anchoritism - Mari Hughes-Edwards - 2012-01-06
Medieval anchorites willingly embraced the most extreme form of solitude known to the medieval world, so they might forge a closer connection with God. Yet to be
physically enclosed within the same four walls for life required strength far beyond most medieval Christians. This book explores the English anchoritic guides which
were written, revised and translated, throughout the Middle Ages, to enable recluses to come to terms with the enormity of their choices. The book explores five
centuries of the guides’ negotiations of four anchoritic ideals: enclosure, solitude, chastity and orthodoxy, and of two vital anchoritic spiritual practices: asceticism and
contemplative experience. It explodes the myth of the anchorhold as solitary death-cell, revealing it as the site of potential intellectual exchange and spiritual growth.

The Burdens of Sister Margaret - Craig Harline - 2008-10-01
Based on a treasure trove of letters, this fascinating book tells the history of a seventeenth-century nun in a convent in Leuven and how her complaints—of sexual
harassment, fears of demonic possession, alliances among the other sisters against her—led to her banishment from the convent on two occasions. Highly acclaimed
when it was first published as a revealing look at female religious life in early modern Europe, the book is now available in an abridged paperbound version with a new
preface by the author. Reviews of the clothbound edition: “A window to the past. . . . I loved, just loved, this book.”—Carolyn See, Washington Post “The world Mr.
Harline uncovers is a fascinating one. . . . The story of Sister Margaret gives an extra dimension of humanity to a turning point in the history of ideas.”—Sonia Gernes,
Wall Street Journal “Better-than-fiction social history. . . . This is a glimpse into diaries, letters, hearts, minds, hatreds, and hopes; it will enthrall.”—Christian Century
“Harline’s graceful writing allows the women and men in this religious community to breathe, gossip, pray with tears. . . . The Burdens of Sister Margaret helps us see
the familiar Reformation in a fresh way.”—Kevin A. Miller, Christianity Today “Microhistory at its best.”—Larissa Taylor, Renaissance Quarterly

Reading Medieval Anchoritism - Mari Hughes-Edwards - 2012-01-06
Medieval anchorites willingly embraced the most extreme form of solitude known to the medieval world, so they might forge a closer connection with God. Yet to be
physically enclosed within the same four walls for life required strength far beyond most medieval Christians. This book explores the English anchoritic guides which
were written, revised and translated, throughout the Middle Ages, to enable recluses to come to terms with the enormity of their choices. The book explores five
centuries of the guides’ negotiations of four anchoritic ideals: enclosure, solitude, chastity and orthodoxy, and of two vital anchoritic spiritual practices: asceticism and
contemplative experience. It explodes the myth of the anchorhold as solitary death-cell, revealing it as the site of potential intellectual exchange and spiritual growth.
The Case for Women in Medieval Culture - Alcuin Blamires - 1997-05-01
Misogyny is of course not the whole story of medieval discourse on women: medieval culture also envisaged a case for women. But hitherto studies of profeminine
attitudes in that periods culture have tended to concentrate on courtly literature or on female visionary writings or on attempts to transcend misogyny by major authors
such as Christine de Pizan and Chaucer. This book sets out to demonstrate something different: that there existed from early in the Middle Ages a corpus of substantial
traditions in defence of women, on which the more familiar authors drew, and that this corpus itself consolidated strands of profeminine thought that had been present
as far back as the patristic literature of the fourth century. The Case for Women surveys extant writings formally defending women in the Middle Ages; breaks new
ground by identifying a source for profeminine argument in biblical apocrypha; offers a series of explorations of the background and circulation of central arguments
on behalf of women; and seeks to situate relevant texts by Christine de Pizan, Chaucer, Abelard, and Hrotsvitha in relation to these arguments. Topics covered range
from the privileges of women, and pro-Eve polemic, to the social and moral strengths attributed to women, and to the powerful modelsfrequently disruptive of
patriarchal complacencypresented by Old and New Testament women. The contribution made by these emphases (which are not to be confused with feminism in a
modern sense) to medieval constructions of gender is throughout critically assessed, and the book concludes by asking how far defenders were controlled by, or able to
query, assumptions about what was natural (and therefore imagined inflexible) in gender theory.

Routledge Revivals: Medieval England (1998) - Paul E. Szarmach - 2017-07-05
First published in 1998, this valuable reference work offers concise, expert answers to questions on all aspects of life and culture in Medieval England, including art,
architecture, law, literature, kings, women, music, commerce, technology, warfare and religion. This wide-ranging text encompasses English social, cultural, and
political life from the Anglo-Saxon invasions in the fifth century to the turn of the sixteenth century, as well as its ties to the Celtic world of Wales, Scotland and Ireland,
the French and Anglo-Norman world of the Continent and the Viking and Scandinavian world of the North Sea. A range of topics are discussed from Sedulius to
Skelton, from Wulfstan of York to Reginald Pecock, from Pictish art to Gothic sculpture and from the Vikings to the Black Death. A subject and name index makes it
easy to locate information and bibliographies direct users to essential primary and secondary sources as well as key scholarship. With more than 700 entries by over
300 international scholars, this work provides a detailed portrait of the English Middle Ages and will be of great value to students and scholars studying Medieval
history in England and Europe, as well as non-specialist readers.
Routledge Revivals: Medieval England (1998) - Paul E. Szarmach - 2017-07-05
First published in 1998, this valuable reference work offers concise, expert answers to questions on all aspects of life and culture in Medieval England, including art,
architecture, law, literature, kings, women, music, commerce, technology, warfare and religion. This wide-ranging text encompasses English social, cultural, and
political life from the Anglo-Saxon invasions in the fifth century to the turn of the sixteenth century, as well as its ties to the Celtic world of Wales, Scotland and Ireland,
the French and Anglo-Norman world of the Continent and the Viking and Scandinavian world of the North Sea. A range of topics are discussed from Sedulius to
Skelton, from Wulfstan of York to Reginald Pecock, from Pictish art to Gothic sculpture and from the Vikings to the Black Death. A subject and name index makes it
easy to locate information and bibliographies direct users to essential primary and secondary sources as well as key scholarship. With more than 700 entries by over
300 international scholars, this work provides a detailed portrait of the English Middle Ages and will be of great value to students and scholars studying Medieval
history in England and Europe, as well as non-specialist readers.

The Case for Women in Medieval Culture - Alcuin Blamires - 1997-05-01
Misogyny is of course not the whole story of medieval discourse on women: medieval culture also envisaged a case for women. But hitherto studies of profeminine
attitudes in that periods culture have tended to concentrate on courtly literature or on female visionary writings or on attempts to transcend misogyny by major authors
such as Christine de Pizan and Chaucer. This book sets out to demonstrate something different: that there existed from early in the Middle Ages a corpus of substantial
traditions in defence of women, on which the more familiar authors drew, and that this corpus itself consolidated strands of profeminine thought that had been present
as far back as the patristic literature of the fourth century. The Case for Women surveys extant writings formally defending women in the Middle Ages; breaks new
ground by identifying a source for profeminine argument in biblical apocrypha; offers a series of explorations of the background and circulation of central arguments
on behalf of women; and seeks to situate relevant texts by Christine de Pizan, Chaucer, Abelard, and Hrotsvitha in relation to these arguments. Topics covered range
from the privileges of women, and pro-Eve polemic, to the social and moral strengths attributed to women, and to the powerful modelsfrequently disruptive of
patriarchal complacencypresented by Old and New Testament women. The contribution made by these emphases (which are not to be confused with feminism in a
modern sense) to medieval constructions of gender is throughout critically assessed, and the book concludes by asking how far defenders were controlled by, or able to
query, assumptions about what was natural (and therefore imagined inflexible) in gender theory.

The Writings of Teresa de Cartagena - Mother Teresa - 1998
Translation, with full explanatory notes, of the two works of Teresa de Cartagena, the fifteenth-century Spanish nun.
The Writings of Teresa de Cartagena - Mother Teresa - 1998
Translation, with full explanatory notes, of the two works of Teresa de Cartagena, the fifteenth-century Spanish nun.
Anglo-Saxon Women and the Church - Stephanie Hollis - 1992
A fresh look at the position of women in the 8th and 9th centuries as defined by the literature of the early church.

Relations of Power - Emma O. Bérat - 2021-01-18
Women’s networks – their relations with other women, men, objects and place – were a source of power in various European and neighbouring regions throughout the
Middle Ages. This interdisciplinary volume considers how women’s networks, and particularly women’s direct and indirect relationships to other women, constituted
and shaped power from roughly 300 to 1700 AD. The essays in this collection juxtapose scholarship from the fields of archaeology, art history, literature, history and
religious studies, drawing on a wide variety of source types. Their aim is to highlight not only the importance of networks in understanding medieval women’s power
but also the different ways these networks are represented in medieval sources and can be approached today. This volume reveals how women’s networks were
widespread and instrumental in shaping political, familial and spiritual legacies.

Anglo-Saxon Women and the Church - Stephanie Hollis - 1992
A fresh look at the position of women in the 8th and 9th centuries as defined by the literature of the early church.
Fallible Authors - Alastair Minnis - 2013-02-12
Can an outrageously immoral man or a scandalous woman teach morality or lead people to virtue? Does personal fallibility devalue one's words and deeds? Is it
possible to separate the private from the public, to segregate individual failing from official function? Chaucer addressed these perennial issues through two
problematic authority figures, the Pardoner and the Wife of Bath. The Pardoner dares to assume official roles to which he has no legal claim and for which he is quite
unsuited. We are faced with the shocking consequences of the belief, standard for the time, that immorality is not necessarily a bar to effective ministry. Even more
subversively, the Wife of Bath, who represents one of the most despised stereotypes in medieval literature, the sexually rapacious widow, dispenses wisdom of the
highest order. This innovative book places these "fallible authors" within the full intellectual context that gave them meaning. Alastair Minnis magisterially examines
the impact of Aristotelian thought on preaching theory, the controversial practice of granting indulgences, religious and medical categorizations of deviant bodies,
theological attempts to rationalize sex within marriage, Wycliffite doctrine that made authority dependent on individual grace and raised the specter of Donatism, and
heretical speculation concerning the possibility of female teachers. Chaucer's Pardoner and Wife of Bath are revealed as interconnected aspects of a single radical
experiment wherein the relationship between objective authority and subjective fallibility is confronted as never before.

Relations of Power - Emma O. Bérat - 2021-01-18
Women’s networks – their relations with other women, men, objects and place – were a source of power in various European and neighbouring regions throughout the
Middle Ages. This interdisciplinary volume considers how women’s networks, and particularly women’s direct and indirect relationships to other women, constituted
and shaped power from roughly 300 to 1700 AD. The essays in this collection juxtapose scholarship from the fields of archaeology, art history, literature, history and
religious studies, drawing on a wide variety of source types. Their aim is to highlight not only the importance of networks in understanding medieval women’s power
but also the different ways these networks are represented in medieval sources and can be approached today. This volume reveals how women’s networks were
widespread and instrumental in shaping political, familial and spiritual legacies.
Chosen among Women - Mary F. Thurlkill - 2008-01-14
Chosen among Women: Mary and Fatima in Medieval Christianity and Shi`ite Islam combines historical analysis with the tools of gender studies and religious studies to
compare the roles of the Virgin Mary in medieval Christianity with those of Fatima, daughter of the prophet Muhammad, in Shi`ite Islam. The book explores the
proliferation of Marian imagery in Late Antiquity through the Church fathers and popular hagiography. It examines how Merovingian authors assimilated powerful
queens and abbesses to a Marian prototype to articulate their political significance and, at the same time, censure holy women's public charisma. Mary Thurlkill
focuses as well on the importance of Fatima in the evolution of Shi`ite identity throughout the Middle East. She examines how scholars such as Muhammad Baqir alMajlisi advertised Fatima as a symbol of the Shi`ite holy family and its glorified status in paradise, while simultaneously binding her as a mother to the domestic sphere
and patriarchal authority. This important comparative look at feminine ideals in both Shi`ite Islam and medieval Christianity is of relevance and value in the modern
world, and it will be welcomed by scholars and students of Islam, comparative religion, medieval Christianity, and gender studies.

Fallible Authors - Alastair Minnis - 2013-02-12
Can an outrageously immoral man or a scandalous woman teach morality or lead people to virtue? Does personal fallibility devalue one's words and deeds? Is it
possible to separate the private from the public, to segregate individual failing from official function? Chaucer addressed these perennial issues through two
problematic authority figures, the Pardoner and the Wife of Bath. The Pardoner dares to assume official roles to which he has no legal claim and for which he is quite
unsuited. We are faced with the shocking consequences of the belief, standard for the time, that immorality is not necessarily a bar to effective ministry. Even more
subversively, the Wife of Bath, who represents one of the most despised stereotypes in medieval literature, the sexually rapacious widow, dispenses wisdom of the
highest order. This innovative book places these "fallible authors" within the full intellectual context that gave them meaning. Alastair Minnis magisterially examines
the impact of Aristotelian thought on preaching theory, the controversial practice of granting indulgences, religious and medical categorizations of deviant bodies,
theological attempts to rationalize sex within marriage, Wycliffite doctrine that made authority dependent on individual grace and raised the specter of Donatism, and
heretical speculation concerning the possibility of female teachers. Chaucer's Pardoner and Wife of Bath are revealed as interconnected aspects of a single radical
experiment wherein the relationship between objective authority and subjective fallibility is confronted as never before.

Chosen among Women - Mary F. Thurlkill - 2008-01-14
Chosen among Women: Mary and Fatima in Medieval Christianity and Shi`ite Islam combines historical analysis with the tools of gender studies and religious studies to
compare the roles of the Virgin Mary in medieval Christianity with those of Fatima, daughter of the prophet Muhammad, in Shi`ite Islam. The book explores the
proliferation of Marian imagery in Late Antiquity through the Church fathers and popular hagiography. It examines how Merovingian authors assimilated powerful
queens and abbesses to a Marian prototype to articulate their political significance and, at the same time, censure holy women's public charisma. Mary Thurlkill
focuses as well on the importance of Fatima in the evolution of Shi`ite identity throughout the Middle East. She examines how scholars such as Muhammad Baqir alMajlisi advertised Fatima as a symbol of the Shi`ite holy family and its glorified status in paradise, while simultaneously binding her as a mother to the domestic sphere
and patriarchal authority. This important comparative look at feminine ideals in both Shi`ite Islam and medieval Christianity is of relevance and value in the modern
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Women and Writing in Medieval Europe: A Sourcebook - Carolyne Larrington - 2003-09-02
Carolyne Larrington has gathered together a uniquely comprehensive collection of writing by, for and about medieval women, spanning one thousand years and Europe
from Iceland to Byzantiu. The extracts are arranged thematically, dealing with the central areas of medieval women's lives and their relation to social and cultural
institutions. Each section is contextualised with a brief historical introduction, and the materials span literary, historical, theological and other narrative and
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that the sign of woman occupied in the imaginative space of the medieval period. Larrington's clear and accessible editorial material and the modern English
translations of all the extracts mean this work is ideally suited for students. Women and Writing in Early Europe: A Sourcebook also contains an extensive and fully upto-date bibliography, making it not only essential reading for undergraduates and post graduates but also a valuable tool for scholars.

Medieval France - William W. Kibler - 1995-01
The first single-volume reference work on the history and culture of medieval France, this information-filled Encyclopedia of over 2,400 entries covers the political,
intellectual, literary, and musical history of the country from the early fifth century to the late 15th. The shorter entries offer succinct summaries of the lives of
individuals, events, works, cities, monuments, and other important subjects, followed by essential bibliographies. Longer essay-length articles provide interpretive
comments about significant institutions and important periods or events. The Encyclopedia is thoroughly cross-referenced and includes a generous selection of
illustrations, maps, charts, and genealogies

Women and Writing in Medieval Europe: A Sourcebook - Carolyne Larrington - 2003-09-02
Carolyne Larrington has gathered together a uniquely comprehensive collection of writing by, for and about medieval women, spanning one thousand years and Europe
from Iceland to Byzantiu. The extracts are arranged thematically, dealing with the central areas of medieval women's lives and their relation to social and cultural
institutions. Each section is contextualised with a brief historical introduction, and the materials span literary, historical, theological and other narrative and
imaginative writing. The writings here uncover and confound the stereotype of the medieval woman as lady or virgin by demonstrating the different roles and meanings
that the sign of woman occupied in the imaginative space of the medieval period. Larrington's clear and accessible editorial material and the modern English
translations of all the extracts mean this work is ideally suited for students. Women and Writing in Early Europe: A Sourcebook also contains an extensive and fully upto-date bibliography, making it not only essential reading for undergraduates and post graduates but also a valuable tool for scholars.

Medieval France - William W. Kibler - 1995-01
The first single-volume reference work on the history and culture of medieval France, this information-filled Encyclopedia of over 2,400 entries covers the political,
intellectual, literary, and musical history of the country from the early fifth century to the late 15th. The shorter entries offer succinct summaries of the lives of
individuals, events, works, cities, monuments, and other important subjects, followed by essential bibliographies. Longer essay-length articles provide interpretive
comments about significant institutions and important periods or events. The Encyclopedia is thoroughly cross-referenced and includes a generous selection of
illustrations, maps, charts, and genealogies

British Women's History - - 1996
This is one of a series of bibliographical guides designed to meet the needs of undergraduates, postgraduates and their teachers in universities and colleges of further
education. All volumes in the series share a number of common characteristics. They are selective, manageable in size, and include those books and articles which are
considered most important and useful. All are editied by practising teachers of the subject in question and are based on their experience of the needs of students. The
arrangement combines chronological with thematic divisions. Most of the items listed receive some descriptive comment.

Concise Dictionary of Women Artists - Delia Gaze - 2013-04-03
This book includes some 200 complete entries from the award-winning Dictionary of Women Artists, as well as a selection of introductory essays from the main volume.
Concise Dictionary of Women Artists - Delia Gaze - 2013-04-03
This book includes some 200 complete entries from the award-winning Dictionary of Women Artists, as well as a selection of introductory essays from the main volume.

British Women's History - - 1996
This is one of a series of bibliographical guides designed to meet the needs of undergraduates, postgraduates and their teachers in universities and colleges of further
education. All volumes in the series share a number of common characteristics. They are selective, manageable in size, and include those books and articles which are
considered most important and useful. All are editied by practising teachers of the subject in question and are based on their experience of the needs of students. The
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